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1

Cellulose and hemicellulose are the two most abundant plant-based materials, comprising 
together approximately two-thirds of all plant biomass.1 Numerous applications for cellulose 
have been known for a long time and new ways to utilize the old material are constantly be-
ing developed. Nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC) is a relatively new cellulose material/product, 
invented in the 1980s.2 It is prepared from pulp by mechanical processing that disintegrates 
the pulp fibers into nano-sized fibrils (diameter below 100 nm). Suspension in water or other 
suitable medium is necessary to prevent the nanofibrils from aggregating. 

Individual nano-sized cellulose nanofibrils have considerable mechanical strength (elastic 
modulus and tensile strength estimated at 138 and 2 GPa, respectively)3 and are therefore 
subject to rigorous research aiming to replace established, but less-sustainable composite 
reinforcements, such as glass- and carbon fibers.4,5 The drawback of NFC is its limited com-
patibility with synthetic commodity polymers that are typically quite hydrophobic, unlike 
cellulose. As a naturally occurring material, cellulose is also susceptible to degradation by 
microbes, possibly compromising the long-term stability of NFC-based materials. 

Hemicellulose has also attracted increasing scientific interest recently. Unlike cellulose, it 
is not one specific polymer but a common classification for a family of heteropolysaccharides 
that differ from cellulose by their sugar composition, branching, and considerably lower mo-
lecular weight.6,7 So far, hemicelluloses have been a side stream of pulp-making, being typi-
cally burned for energy along with lignin, or hydrolyzed to monosaccharides and fermented 
to obtain ethanol, depending on the pulping process.1 Recently, there has been notable re-
search effort to find more-sophisticated ways to utilize hemicelluloses in novel biomaterials 
and platform chemicals for the chemical industry.7 Hemicelluloses are soluble in water, 
which allows them to be cast into transparent films that could be used to replace oil-based 
plastics in packaging materials. Moreover, they exhibit low oxygen permeability, which is 
especially important in food packaging.8 Unfortunately, water vapor permeability is inferior 
to many oil-based polymers due to the hydrophilicity of polysaccharides. However, hydro-
philicity can be decreased by suitable modifications.9,10 

Cellulose and hemicellulose are chemically similar, both having numerous hydroxyl groups 
on their backbone. This structure makes them good platforms for chemical derivatization by 
etherification11, esterification12, or ring-opening oxidation13,14, for instance. A wide spectrum 
of functionalities can be introduced by these methods, and many cellulose esters and ethers 
are commercially produced for thickening agents, films, and hydrogels, for instance.1,15 In 
these derivatives, the modification usually facilitates the solubility of cellulose in water or 



2 

organic solvents. However, chemical modification can also be used to introduce properties 
such as increased hydrophobicity, ability to adsorb heavy metals, or antimicrobial properties. 
Grafting with polymers is particularly interesting for making NFC better suitable for polymer 
composites because, in addition to chemical compatibilization, polymeric grafts can also 
form entanglements with the matrix polymer, creating a physical link between matrix and 
reinforcement and thus enhancing stress transfer at the interface.16,17 Moreover, grafting with 
functional polymers also enables a higher density of functional groups per surface area, and 
the polymer chain also provides a spacer to extend the functional groups further from the 
cellulose surface, thus increasing their accessibility to molecules dissolved in the medium. 

From the numerous methods of graft copolymerization that have been studied18,19, cerium-
based redox initiated free radical copolymerization was selected for this work. The most im-
portant criterion for this choice was that all synthetic steps could be carried out in aqueous 
medium, thus avoiding the tedious removal of water from NFC by drying or changing the 
dispersing medium, and subsequent aggregation of the nanofibrils.3 Although drying is not a 
similar problem with hemicelluloses, aqueous solutions are much preferred over organic 
solvents to ensure good solubility and swelling of the substrate, as well as for their lower cost 
and environmental benefits. Mild conditions and high selectivity were also preferred to fa-
cilitate potential scale-up. Cerium initiated copolymerization  is also a highly selective meth-
od that produces only small amounts of homopolymer, and it is already efficient close to 
room temperature.20 Although cerium initiated grafting of polysaccharides has been known 
for decades 21,22, using it on NFC is relatively new23. Especially studies with well-
characterized copolymers of NFC and different monomers synthesized by this method are 
scarce, as well as corresponding research on hemicelluloses24. 

The aim of this thesis was to i) apply a redox initiated free radical copolymerization method 
using cerium initiator in aqueous conditions to graft NFC and different xylans with synthetic 
polymers, ii) observe the effect of reactant concentrations, monomer, and polysaccharide 
composition on the grafting outcome, and iii) to test the suitability of the grafted polysaccha-
rides for potential applications in composite reinforcement, antimicrobial materials, and 
coating of cellulose. 

The first step was carried out by grafting NFC with acrylates and methacrylates with differ-
ent pendant groups. The studied monomers were glycidyl methacrylate (GMA), ethyl acry-
late (EA), methyl methacrylate (MMA), butyl acrylate (BA), and 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate 
(HEMA). The resulting copolymers were characterized for surface chemistry, graft length, 
and microscopic structure. (Publication I). Thermoplasticity of the NFC copolymers was 
studied by compression molding, and reactivity of NFC was also compared to cellulose nano-
crystals (unpublished).  

The grafting method was also applied to xylans from different plant sources but using only 
one monomer (GMA) and identical conditions in order to elucidate differences between cel-
lulose and xylan, and the effect of different xylan compositions and impurities. Quartz-
crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D) was used to study the effect of the grafting on 
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subsequent adsorption to cellulose, regarding potential applications with cellulose coating 
(Publication II). 

For composite preparation, NFC-poly(methyl methacrylate) copolymer (NFC-g-PMMA) 
was selected to reinforce PMMA. Composites with different NFC loadings were prepared and 
tested for mechanical properties. Formation of the NFC network was characterized by mi-
croscopy and measuring melt rheology and thermal properties (Publication III). 

A cationized NFC derivative was prepared for the antimicrobial study by grafting NFC with 
a cationic methacrylate ([2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl]trimethylammonium chloride, METAC). 
The antimicrobial activity was tested against different microbe types (bacteria and fungi), 
and preliminary cytotoxicity testing with human cells was also conducted (Publication IV). 
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Polysaccharides are carbohydrate macromolecules consisting of small sugars (monosaccha-
rides) linked by glycosidic bonds. Typically, these chains are called polysaccharides if they 
contain ten or more sugar units, and shorter chains are referred to as oligosaccharides.25 
Glycosidic bonds connect the hemiacetal or hemiketal group located on the anomeric carbon 
(Figure 1) of a monosaccharide molecule to a hydroxyl group of another (carbohydrate or 
non-carbohydrate) molecule. Since monosaccharides have several hydroxyl groups, linkages 
between them may occur in several different configurations. Polysaccharides may be linear 
or branched, and may consist of one or more different sugars. 

 

 

2.1.1 Nanofibrillated cellulose 

Cellulose is a linear polysaccharide that consists of -(1 4) linked D-glucopyranose (Glcp) 
units (Figure 2). Native cellulose has a high degree of polymerization (DP), one molecule 
typically comprising approximately 10,000 Glcp units, which corresponds to a chain length 
of 5 μm. Cellulose is a structural polysaccharide, giving plant cell walls mechanical strength. 
Although all forms of cellulose are chemically similar, it can form several different crystal 
structures which differ by their mechanical properties. Native cellulose consists of parallel 
chains having triclinic or monoclinic crystal structure, which correspond to types I  and I , 
respectively 4,26. Additionally, there are always some less-ordered, amorphous regions in cel-
lulose, and their relative amount depends on the source of cellulose and treatments applied 
to it. In plant cell walls, cellulose is part of a complex structure, where synthesized cellulose 
chains coalesce into highly crystalline elementary fibrils that are 2-4 nm in diameter.26,27 The 
exact number of chains in a fibril and the shape of its cross-section are still a subject of de-
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bate.28 The elementary fibrils are presumably tethered to each other by other polysaccha-
rides, forming microfibrils (20-30 nm diameter). The microfibrils in turn are bundled to-
gether by lignin to form larger fibers and plant cell walls. 

 

 

The terminology concerning cellulosic nanomaterials is at times ambiguous and confusing. 
First of all, the term nanocellulose is used for many different products, including mechani-
cally homogenized plant fibers, cellulose produced by bacteria, or cellulose nanocrystals 
(CNC) prepared by strong acid hydrolysis of cellulose.27 Moreover, the terms microfibrillated 
cellulose and nanofibrillated cellulose are sometimes used interchangeably. Microfibrillated 
cellulose (MFC) was introduced by Turbak et al. when they first reported the mechanical 
homogenization of pulp fibers because their product contained individual microfibrils.2 
However, since the microfibril diameter is within nanoscale domain (1-100 nm), the term 
nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC) is also justified and perhaps more descriptive when referring 
to a highly-fibrillated cellulose material because it avoids the false association with microme-
ter-sized fibrils. It is important to acknowledge the difference between cellulose microfibril 
and micro/nanofibrillated cellulose. The former is a well-defined biological nanostructure, 
and the latter is a processed biomass product, containing a mixture of particles with varying 
dimensions and homogeneity. The individual particles in MFC or NFC can be classified as 
unfibrillated fibers (> 1 μm), fiber fragments, fibrillar fines (100-1,000 nm), and nanofibrils 
(< 100 nm). Depending on the fibrillation process, the nanofibril fraction may contain indi-
vidual microfibrils or even elementary fibrils29 but also aggregates of multiple fibrils, as long 
as they remain in the nanoscale domain27. In this thesis, the term nanofibrillated cellulose 
refers to a mechanically homogenized cellulose nanomaterial prepared from wood pulp, and 
the nano-sized cellulose fibers are referred to as nanofibrils. 

Unlike CNCs, cellulose nanofibrils contain some less ordered amorphous domains that 
provide some flexibility and better accessibility.3 Nano-sized fibers also have certain addi-
tional benefits that are not found at the macroscopic level. When cellulose superstructure is 
broken down into smaller units (microfibrils and elementary fibrils), the amount of exposed 
surface increases dramatically, resulting in specific surface area of approximately 150-250 
m2/g.30 Moreover, the number of structural defects decreases and the mechanical properties 
approach those of a cellulose crystal. Cellulose molecules within a crystalline domain are 
perfectly aligned and bound together by strong hydrogen bonds, resulting in impressive me-
chanical properties. For instance, the elastic modulus of a single cellulose elementary fibril 
has been reported to be approximately 130-138 GPa and tensile strength between 2-7 GPa; 
comparable to steel.31,32 The specific modulus that also takes different densities of materials 
into account, surpasses steel and aluminum threefold.5 Well-dispersed nanofibrils in a sus-
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pension are able to form an interpenetrating (percolating) network at a very low concentra-
tion (0.125 wt% in water), causing gel-like behavior.33 The high viscosity and the strong in-
teractions between nanofibrils limit the consistency of NFC suspensions to approximately 2 
wt%. At higher consistency, the nanofibrils readily form very stable aggregates, resulting in 
the loss of the nanoscale properties. Drying and redispersion of NFC is therefore not feasible, 
and solvent exchange from water to less polar organic solvents also causes some aggrega-
tion19. For chemical derivatization, aqueous synthesis is thus the most justifiable option. 

2.1.2 Hemicellulose 

Unlike cellulose, hemicellulose is not a single polysaccharide but refers to a group of alkali-
soluble, non-starch polysaccharides with diverse compositions found in plant cell walls.7 
Hemicelluloses adsorb strongly to cellulose and have covalent bonds to lignin. According to 
current knowledge, their structural role is to provide links between cellulose elementary fi-
brils and between cellulose and lignin.34,35 Hemicelluloses are classified according to the sug-
ar(s) they contain and the pattern they are arranged in. Their main chain is often substituted 
by sugar residues or other groups, and they may contain more than one type of sugar. Like 
cellulose, hemicelluloses have large numbers of hydroxyl groups, although a significant frac-
tion of these may be acetylated in the native form. Despite the chemical similarities, hemicel-
luloses differ from cellulose in many aspects. They are soluble in hot water or aqueous alkali 
and have a variable sugar composition. They also have lower molecular mass than cellulose 
and lack its mechanical strength.7 

The study of hemicelluloses in this thesis was limited to xylans, which are the most com-
mon type of hemicellulose in hardwoods. They consist of -(1 4) linked D-xylopyranose 
units (Xylp), with variable number of branching groups depending on the xylan type. The 
two main types are glucuronoxylan (typical for hardwood) and arabinoxylan (typical for ce-
reals).  The glucuronoxylan backbone has single -(1 2) substituted 4-O-methyl-D-
glucopyranosyl uronic acid residues (MeGlcA) and their ratio to Xylp units is approximately 
1:10 on average. Glucuronoxylans are partially acetylated at either O-2 or O-3 position. The 
arabinoxylan backbone is decorated by -(1 2) or (1 3) substituted L-arabinofuranosyl 
residues (Araf) that may be either mono- or di-substituted. Both branch types are found in 
(arabino)glucuronoxylans (grasses, cereals, conifers) and (glucurono)arabinoxylans (cere-
als), which contain both (1 3) substituted Araf and (1 2) substituted MeGlcA groups in 
different ratios.7 
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Graft copolymerization of polysaccharides has been studied using a number of methods. Two 
main approaches are called grafting onto and grafting from. In the first method, previously 
synthesized polymers are attached to a backbone polymer by using their end functionalities. 
This thesis concentrates on the second pathway, where the grafts are synthesized in the pres-
ence of the backbone, which is the starting point of polymerization.15 Grafting from methods 
range from free-radical36 and controlled radical polymerizations (CRP)37,38 to ring-opening 
polymerization (ROP)39. Free-radical polymerizations are typically very straightforward but 
the radicals produced by peroxide initiators are likely to initiate also homopolymerization. 
Living polymerization methods like CRP and ROP offer better control over the product struc-
ture but they often include a reaction step that is sensitive to water. This is not a significant 
obstacle when modifying hemicelluloses or pulp fibers that can be dried without adverse ef-
fects, but it can severely complicate the modification of materials like NFC that require a 
suspending medium to maintain their unique properties. 

2.2.1 Redox initiated radical copolymerization 

Redox initiation resembles free radical polymerization but instead of thermal decomposition, 
the radicals are formed by redox (reduction-oxidation) reactions. It can simply mean facili-
tating the decomposition of a normal radical initiator by a reducing agent (H2O2 and Fe2+), 
lowering the required temperature but otherwise being very similar to free radical method. 
Redox initiation can also involve using a non-decomposing oxidizing agent (e.g. a metal ion 
such as Ce4+) to produce radicals on a reducing molecule. This approach is more suitable for 
graft copolymerization because the initiator can not create radicals by itself but only when it 
reacts with a reducing agent, such as carbohydrates.13 Homopolymerization is thus mini-
mized and graft copolymerization dominates. 

Cerium ammonium nitrate (CAN) is a cerium(IV) salt that is widely used in organic radical 
synthesis and considered safe, inexpensive, and readily available.40,41 Redox initiated free 
radical copolymerization using cerium(IV) ion as initiator is a well-established method for 
grafting polysaccharides.22,42 The copolymerization can be carried out in a single step and 
aqueous conditions because there is no need for the synthesis of a macroinitiator and no wa-
ter-sensitive reactions involved. The reaction has commonly been reported to occur at acidic 
pH and 20-60 °C producing good yields.20,23,43 Lack of toxic chemicals and harsh conditions 
also makes the method upscalable, inherently safe, and environmentally benign. The draw-
back of the method is the lack of control over the length and branching of the grafts due to 
the randomly occurring chain transfer and termination reactions.15 However, for applications 
such as composite reinforcement, sufficient length of the polymer grafts, rather than their 
well-defined structure, is of greater importance for the formation of entanglements.44 

2.2.2 Mechanism of initiation and termination 

Several metal ions have the capability to oxidize many organic reducing agents, such as alco-
hols, thiols, and amines, but the cerium(IV) (also called ceric) ion has especially high oxida-
tion potential.18,45 Since this reaction produces a radical on the reducing species, cerium oxi-
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dation has long been utilized to graft polysaccharides. The oxidation is believed to proceed 
through a complexed intermediate with the reducing group (Figure 4), which then decom-
poses after a single electron transfer (rate-determining step). The reaction favors adjacent 
diols to lone hydroxyl groups (6:1 ratio with model compounds) because they form a stable 
chelated complex with the ceric ion. When used with cellulose, the oxidation therefore occurs 
on hydroxyls in C2 and C3 positions, rather than C6. Diol oxidation also leads to the cleavage 
of the bond between the hydroxyl bearing carbon atoms.46 In the presence of unsaturated 
compounds, the radical readily reacts with a carbon-carbon double bond, initiating chain 
polymerization. The kinetic studies have shown that termination occurs between the polymer 
radicals and free ceric ions in aqueous solutions. However, if the solvent forms complexes 
with the ceric ions (e.g. DMSO), the termination only occurs between two radicals, due to the 
limited number of free ceric ions.22 

 

 

p

Cerium(IV) compounds commonly used as graft copolymerization initiators include ceric 
sulfate and ceric ammonium nitrate (CAN). Ceric sulfate is known to form different sulfate 
complexes in solution, and the equilibria between different forms depend on pH and sulfate 
ion concentration. Existing literature proposes that only one of the complexes is reactive, or 
that some are more reactive than others, leading to the observed pH dependence of ceric 
sulfate initiated grafting with maximum reactivity at pH 2.47 Similar requirement for lower-
ing pH with nitric acid has been reported for CAN, where the ceric ion is complexed with six 
nitrate ligands, forming a hexanitratocerate anion.48 The activity of CAN has been reported 
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to decrease at neutral pH due to the hydrolysis of the nitrate ligands.49 Typical reaction pH 
with both ceric initiators has been 1-2,23,49,50 although a study also exists where neutral me-
dium (distilled water) was used20. 

2.3.1 Cellulose nanocomposites 

During the past decade, increasing research effort has been targeted towards the utilization 
of nanocellulose to reinforce polymer composites. In addition to its attractive mechanical 
properties at nanoscale, cellulose has an obvious advantage as a reinforcing material, being 
renewable and widely available and thus helping to replace oil-based materials. It can also 
enhance the thermal stability of a polymer due to its very low heat expansion coefficient.51 

Networked nanofibrils can for instance increase the impact strength of a composite by inhib-
iting crack propagation.52 Smaller diameter also results in a larger specific surface and there-
fore also larger interface between the reinforcing and matrix phases in polymer composites. 
A large interface enables a more-efficient reinforcing effect which is an important advantage 
in composites. Using a nano-sized filler or reinforcement can also improve optical properties 
of composite materials. Having dimensions (< 100 nm) clearly below the wavelength of visi-
ble light (400-700 nm), nanofibrils are optically transparent because they are not scattering 
light. Therefore they can be mixed with transparent materials without adding opacity, unlike 
macroscopic fibers or particles. 

However, many of these advantages are lost if the nanofiller is not properly dispersed or 
has weak interfacial adhesion with the surrounding matrix. In these cases, the mechanical 
strength of nanofibrils is irrelevant because structural failure takes place at the boundary 
layer, detaching nanofibrils from the polymer matrix 32,52. The problems with mixing cellu-
lose and many synthetic polymers often derive from the different polarity of the two materi-
als, which prevents good contact at the interface. 

Compatibilization is commonly pursued via the chemical modification of cellulose. Numer-
ous hydroxyl groups allow different pendant groups to be grafted by a number of pathways, 
as discussed earlier. Moreover, due to the insolubility of cellulose, chemical reactions are 
usually restricted to the nanofibrils surface without compromising the mechanical strength, 
because inner cellulose molecules remain intact. Grafting polymers from the nanofibril sur-
face has one specific advantage over grafting with small molecules. In suitable solvent or 
molten state, polymer chains are able to extend away from the nanofibril surface and form 
entanglements with the matrix polymer.16,17 Therefore, they introduce another mechanism to 
improve interfacial adhesion: in addition to chemical compatibilization, physical links are 
also created. 

2.3.2 Antimicrobial cellulose materials 

The large specific surface30, insolubility, and non-toxicity53 of NFC make it an interesting 
carrier material for functional polymers. Certain NFC copolymers could be used as novel 
antimicrobial materials, for instance. 
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Antimicrobial properties can be incorporated to NFC by decorating it with biocidic function-
al groups. A particularly interesting class of biocides is quaternary ammonium compounds 
(QAC) which have long been used as disinfectants. Their toxicity is limited to microbial cells, 
which remarkably have not developed significant resistance to QAC over decades of wide-
spread use54 or several generations of laboratory cultures55. These properties derive from the 
antimicrobial mechanism of QAC, which is based on electrostatic interaction with the phos-
pholipid double layer that forms the cellular membrane. In bacterial cell membranes, a sig-
nificant fraction of the phospholipids are negatively charged and therefore are readily at-
tracted by molecules and surfaces with a cationic charge. Several mechanisms have been 
proposed for the exact manner the interaction occurs (and it may be different with small 
QAC, polymer, and surface), but the general understanding is that it involves destabilizing of 
the membrane either by removing sufficient amount of phospholipids54,56 or by displacing 
the membrance-stabilizing layer of divalent cations57. Apparently, the membrane composi-
tion is such a fundamental property of bacteria that they have been unable to adapt it to de-
velop QAC resistance. Mammalian cells are not affected by these effects because their mem-
branes are close to neutral charge due to their different phospholipid compositions.58 

Polymeric QAC have an additional mechanism to damage the membrane intergrity. Nor-
mally, the anionic phospholipids are scattered among neutral phospholipids. However, upon 
adsorbing onto the membrane, a cationic polymer can bind several anionic domains and 
draw them together into large negative patches, which disrupts normal membrane func-
tion.54,59 Polymers may also have an inherent advantage over small QAC because of their 
stronger adsorption to surfaces. Due to entropy effects, polymer adsorption is stronger and 
generally irreversible.60 Moreover, polymers generally exhibit lower toxicity than small mol-
ecules with similar functionality, which lowers the risks of unintended release of QAC due to 
chemical degradation. 

2.3.3 Grafted hemicellulose products 

Despite their modest mechanical properties, hemicelluloses have recently been studied ex-
tensively for material applications, including films and hydrogels.61,62 The rationale behind 
the recent interest is the need to increase biomass conversion into value added products as 
part of the pulp industry and agriculture. Large-scale utilization of hemicellulose would be a 
major improvement because it is a large and traditionally under-utilized fraction. As purified 
compounds, hemicelluloses are often weak and brittle materials. In addition to mechanical 
performance, the obvious limitations for the applicability of hemicelluloses in packaging ma-
terials are their solubility in water, high water sorption, and high water vapor transmission 
rate. Moreover, increasing water uptake at high humidity tends to further impair these prop-
erties.8 

The re-adsorbed hemicellulose in wood pulp is known to improve the adhesion between mi-
crofibrils, improving the strength of the resulting paper. Using hemicellulose for controlled 
modification of cellulose fibers has also been studied but the research has been quite lim-
ited.63 Arabinoxylan has been reported to form strong films when extracted from properly 
pre-treated biomass.64 Although pure glucuronoxylan is too brittle for practical films, plasti-
cized films have exhibited good oxygen barrier properties and sufficient strength, making 
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them an attractive candidate for foodstuff packaging.65  Water vapor barrier properties have 
also been improved by simply plasticizing xylan with sorbitol.66 

The remaining problems with high water sorption derive from the inherent hydrophilicity of 
polysaccharides, and they can be addressed by chemical modification. Thermoplasticity can 
also be introduced by chemical modification67, enabling much more versatile products. 
Chemical modification of hemicelluloses also presents an attractive way of functionalizing 
cellulose. Water-soluble hemicelluloses can be derivatized in a homogeneous reaction and 
subsequently adsorbed to cellulose fibers, completely avoiding the possible chain scission of 
cellulose inflicted by the modification.  
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3.1.1 Polysaccharides 

Nanofibrillated cellulose was provided by UPM Corporation (Helsinki, Finland) under the 
product name “UPM Fibril Cellulose”. The material was prepared by mechanical disintegra-
tion of bleached birch pulp, which was pre-treated with a Voith refiner and then fluidized by 
seven passes through a M7115 fluidizer (Microfluidics, Newton, MA). The prepared nano-
fibrils contained 23 wt% of hemicelluloses (xylan)68, and the solids content of the water dis-
persion was 1.6 wt%. 

Cellulose nanocrystals were prepared from filter paper (Whatman) by acid hydrolysis, us-
ing 65 wt% aqueous sulfuric acid for 45 min. The mixture was filtered into ice to quench the 
hydrolysis. The nanocrystals were washed with distilled water by repeated centrifugations at 
12,000 rpm, and dialyzed against distilled water for 1 week. Sulfate groups were removed by 
NaOH treatment (1 M NaOH, 60 °C, 5 h), and the nanocrystals were subsequently redis-
persed by sonication.37 

Xylans were obtained from five different plant sources, including birchwood, beechwood, 
corn cob, oat spelt, and wheat flour. Birchwood glucuronoxylan was purchased from Sisco 
research laboratories (Mumbai, India), beechwood glucuronoxylan from Sigma-Aldrich (St. 
Louis, MO), corn cob xylan from Intrade (Maharashtra, India), oat spelt xylan from Moleku-
la (Gillingham, UK), and wheat flour arabinoxylan from Megazyme (Bray, Ireland). 

3.1.2 Graft copolymerization of NFC I,IV 

Nanofibrillated cellulose was graft copolymerized with glycidyl methacrylate (GMA), ethyl 
acrylate (EA), methyl methacrylate (MMA), 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA), and [2-
(methacryloyloxy)ethyl]trimethylammonium chloride (METAC). Chemical structures of the 
monomers are shown in Figure 5.  
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Nanofibrillated cellulose suspension was diluted to 0.2 wt% with distilled water, adjusted to 
pH 1 with nitric acid, and deoxygenated by bubbling nitrogen through the suspension for at 
least 20 min. A weighed amount of CAN was added (2 or 4 mM), and the mixture was heated 
to 35 °C during 15 min. Weighed amount of monomer (20 or 40 mmol per 1 g of NFC) was 
added gradually, and the mixture was agitated for 60 or 90 min. The grafted NFC was sepa-
rated by centrifugation and washed several times with water and then with a suitable solvent 
(Table 1) to remove the homopolymer. The homopolymer was then precipitated with an ap-
propriate non-solvent. Copolymer and homopolymer were centrifuged and dried overnight 
at ambient temperature and weighed. 

For publication IV, a batch of cationic NFC copolymer was synthesized with a modified 
method to ensure sufficient cationic charge. NFC suspension was diluted to 0.7 wt%, mixed 
with sodium chloride (200 mM) and METAC (30 mmol/g NFC), and deoxygenated by nitro-
gen gas, while heating to 35 °C. The reaction was started by adding CAN (10 mM), and the 
mixture was stirred for 3 h. The product was separated and washed as described above, and 
stored as suspension. The solids content was determined by weighing a small sample after 
drying at 120 °C for 30 minutes. 
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The success of the copolymerizations was evaluated by using two characteristics: graft yield 
(%G) and graft efficiency (%GE), which are defined by equations 1 and 2. 

  (1) 

 (2) 

where  is the mass of NFC,  is the mass of the copolymer, and  is the mass of the 
homopolymer. 

3.1.3 Isolation of the grafted polymer I 

In order to determine its molecular weight, the grafted polymer was isolated from the NFC 
copolymers by acid hydrolysis of the cellulose backbone. A sample of grafted NFC (100-200 
mg, dry) was mixed with 10 mL of acetone, 15 mL of THF, and 1 mL of 72% (w/v) sulfuric 
acid. The mixture was refluxed at boiling point overnight, and the resulting brown slurry was 
poured into an appropriate nonsolvent (Table 1). The precipitate was washed, redissolved, 
filtered, and precipitated again. 

3.1.4 Melt processing of grafted NFC  

Grafted NFC was compression molded by hydraulic plate press (Fontijne TP 400) using 
compression force of 100 kN. The optimal molding temperature for each copolymer was de-
termined by compressing films at temperatures ranging from ambient temperature to 250 
°C, using 2 min preheating, 1 min compression, and 2 min cooling (with compression). Discs 
(diameter 8 mm, thickness 1.5 mm) were prepared at the optimized temperature using a 
mold and respective times of 5 min, 2 min, and 4 min (unpublished). 

Cellulose nanocomposites were prepared by exchanging the suspending solvent of NFC-g-
PMMA to THF and blending it with 15 wt% solution of commercial PMMA (Mn = 70 kDa) in 
THF. The mixture was agitated by magnetic stirrer until it appeared homogeneous, and the 
solvent was allowed to evaporate. The composites were dried at 60 °C overnight and molded 
into tensile test specimens (type 1BA, according to ISO 527-1993 (E)) with a mini-injection 
molding machine (DSM). The temperatures used for the injection cylinder and mold were 
230 °C and 100 °C, respectively.III  

3.1.5 Delignification of xylan II 

Due to its relatively high lignin content, oat spelt xylan was delignified by a method adapted 
from Hallac et al. (2009)69. Xylan (1.5 g) was dispersed in distilled water (125 mL). Sodium 
chlorite (0.5 g) and glacial acetic acid (1 mL) were added, and the mixture was stirred at 70 
°C for 2 h. Xylan was precipitated by pouring the mixture into 500 mL of ethanol, washed 
three times with ethanol by repeated dispersion and centrifugation. The purified product was 
dispersed in water and freeze-dried. 
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3.1.6 Graft copolymerization of xylan II 

Weighed amount of xylan was mixed with distilled water and the mixture was agitated for 1 h 
under nitrogen atmosphere. A weighed amount of CAN dissolved in a small amount of water 
was injected, and the mixture was heated to 35 °C during 15 min. Weighed amount of mon-
omer was added by syringe, and the mixture was agitated for 60 min. 

The reaction mixture was centrifuged to obtain the insoluble copolymer fraction. The su-
pernatant was precipitated with ethanol (80% v/v) to obtain the water-soluble copolymer 
fraction. The solids were washed three times with ethanol and three times with THF. This 
THF solution was then precipitated with methanol to separate the homopolymer. The 
washed copolymer and homopolymer were dried in vacuum at 30 °C overnight and weighed. 
Graft yield and graft efficiency were calculated using equations 1 and 2. 

3.2.1 Chemical composition 

The infrared spectra of NFC and xylan copolymers were recorded on a Nicolet Magna IR750 
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer, using an attenuated total reflection (ATR) 
accessory.I,II 

The 13C cross-polarization / magic angle spinning (CP-MAS) solid-state NMR of NFC co-
polymers was performed on a Chem-Magnetics CMX Infinity 270 MHz NMR spectrometer 
using 4 kHz spinning rate.I  The 1H NMR spectra of ungrafted xylans were recorded using a 
Bruker Avance III 400 MHz spectrometer. The quantitative measurements were carried out 
using 12 s relaxation delay.II 

The elemental analyses of xylans and cationized NFC were performed on a LECO CHN-
1000II or Perkin-Elmer 2400 CHNIV elemental analyzer. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of NFC and its copolymers was performed with a 
Kratos AXIS 165 electron spectrometer with monochromatic Al K  radiation at 100 W. High 
resolution measurements were carried out in carbon 1s region.I 

The sugar compositions of different xylans were determined by acidic methanolysis70. The 
samples were depolymerized using HCl in anhydrous methanol, silylated, and analyzed by 
gas chromatography.II 

Cellulose content of the xylans was determined by obtaining the total glucose content by 
acid hydrolysis, and subtracting the non-cellulosic glucose content measured after meth-
anolysis.II 

Lignin content of the xylans was determined by measuring the UV absorbance of aqueous 
solutions at 280 nm wavelength, and calculating the lignin concentration using a known ex-
tinction coefficient71. II 
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3.2.2 Physical properties 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) of NFC/PMMA composites was carried out with a 
Mettler Toledo Star 821e DSC. Measurements were done using a heat-cool-heat sequence 
from 25 °C to 160 °C with a heating rate of 20 °C/min, and the glass transition temperatures 
(Tg) were determined from the second heating ramp.III 

The rheological behavior of the molten NFC/PMMA composites was recorded using Physi-
ca MCR 301 rotational rheometer (Anton Paar). The rheometer was equipped with CTD 450 
convection heated oven and a parallel plates geometry, and measurements were conducted at 
210 °C under nitrogen atmosphere. The measurements consisted of frequency sweeps within 
the linear viscoelastic region. The stability of the sample over the course of the measurement 
was verified by running a short time sweep measurement before and after the frequency 
sweep.III 

Tensile properties of NFC/PMMA composites were measured with an Instron 4204 univer-
sal testing machine, using a strain rate of 2 mm/min. Seven specimens of each composition 
were tested.III 

The fine structure of unmodified and grafted NFC was studied with atomic force microsco-
py (AFM). The samples were prepared from never-dried dispersions by spin-coating on SiO2 
surface and imaged in air, using tapping mode, with a Nanoscope IIIa Multimode scanning 
probe microscope (Digital Instruments).I,III,IV The dispersion of NFC in the composites was 
analyzed by field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM). Samples were prepared 
from the injection molded specimen by cryo-fracturing. The images were taken with a JEOL 
6335 F FESEM at 5.0 kV acceleration voltage.III 

Molecular weights and molecular weight distributions were determined by size exclusion 
chromatography (SEC). Following systems were used: 1) Four Waters Styragel columns with 
pore sizes of 100, 1,000, 10,000, and 100,000 Å, a Waters 2414 refractive index (RI) detec-
tor, and MALLS, with chloroform/triethylamine 98/2 v/v mixture as eluent, flowing at 1 
ml/min (for polyacrylates/methacrylates).I 2) Single Waters Ultrahydrogel 250 Å column, RI 
detector, and MALLS, with aqueous sodium hydroxide solution (10 mM, pH 12) as eluent, 
flowing at 1 ml/min (for xylans).II 3) An Agilent 1260 Infinity high performance size exclu-
sion chromatography (HPSEC) equipment equipped with three Waters Ultrahydrogel col-
umns (120, 250, and 500 Å) and an RI detector, with deionized water as eluent, flowing at 
0.5 ml/min (for corn xylan).II The chloroform system was calibrated with polystyrene stand-
ards. The aqueous systems were calibrated either with PEO (SEC) or with carbohydrate and 
PEO (HPSEC) standards. 

Light scattering data were recorded from the SEC effluent by Wyatt DAWN 8+ multiangle 
laser light scattering (MALLS) detector. Light scattering data were processed with Astra V 
software, using dn/dc literature values of 0.0363 mL/g for PEA72, and 0.145 mL/g for xy-
lan73.I,II 

Water solubility of the xylans was determined by preparing a 5 wt% mixture of each xylan 
in deionized water. After stirring at ambient temperature for 5 h, insoluble solids were sepa-
rated by centrifugation for 30 min at 4000 rpm. The precipitate was vacuum dried overnight 
at 60 °C and the residual weight was used to calculate the solubility.II 
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The charge density of NFC and its cationized derivatives was measured by polyelectrolyte 
titration. Hexamethrine bromide and sodium polyethenesulfonate were used as cationic and 
anionic polyelectrolytes, respectively. Equivalent point was determined by zeta-potential 
measurements, using Malvern Zetasizer Nano analyzer.IV 

Adsorption of ungrafted and grafted xylans on regenerated cellulose surfaces was studied 
by quartz-crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D). The model surfaces were prepared 
by spin-coating SiO2 sensors with trimethylsilylcellulose, which was then regenerated with 
HCl vapor. Adsorption measurements were performed with a Q-Sense E4 instrument. The 
samples were dissolved in deionized water at a concentration of 0.5 g/L and pumped at a 
constant rate of 0.1 mL/min through the measurement chambers. Adsorbed masses were 
calculated from the seventh overtones with the Sauerbrey equation74 (equation 3). 

  (3) 

where C is the device sensitivity constant (0.177 mg s m 2, reported by the manufacturer), f 
is the change in the sensor’s resonance frequency, and n is the overtone number.II 

3.2.3 Antimicrobial properties and toxicity IV 

Antimicrobial properties of cationized NFC were determined by suspension cultivation75 
against Micrococcus luteus, Escherichia coli, and Candida oleophila. Fresh cultures were 
incubated overnight for bacteria, and 24 h for the yeast at 30 °C. Media were prepared with 
three concentrations (500, 1,000, and 2,000 μg/mL) of NFC, inoculated with aliquots from 
the pre-cultures, and incubated as described above. The microbial concentration in each 
batch was then determined by spreading a diluted sample on an agar plate, and counting the 
colonies after incubating for 24 h at 30 °C. 

Preliminary cytotoxicity screening was done using human renal adenocarcinoma (Renca) 
cells. Each NFC type was diluted with the growth medium to the same concentrations as 
used in antimicrobial testing. Suspensions were pipetted onto a Transwell membrane with 
0.4 μm pore size, placed on top of a Renca cell monolayer, and incubated for 24 h. Cell death 
was assayed by SYTOX green nucleic acid stain. 
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Nanofibrillated cellulose was grafted with glycidyl methacrylate (GMA), ethyl acrylate (EA), 
methyl methacrylate (MMA), butyl acrylate (BA), and 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA), 
using different reaction parameters to observe their effect on the graft yield and efficiency, 
and copolymer molecular weight (MW). The surface chemistry, microscopic structure, and 
thermoplasticity of the products were also studied.I The results obtained from NFC grafting 
experiments with [2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl]trimethylammonium chloride (METAC) were 
also included in the comparison, where applicable.IV  

4.1.1 Effect of monomer type on grafting resultI,IV 

All tested monomers produced copolymer with NFC but the results varied highly between 
different monomers (Table 2). The most reactive monomers were GMA, BA, and EA, each 
exceeding 200% graft yield. The selectivity of the grafting was also high (83-97%). The co-
polymerizations with MMA and HEMA produced considerably lower (less than 100%) graft 
yields, and HEMA also produced more homopolymer than copolymer. The high reactivity of 
BA was particularly surprising due to its low solubility in water.I In fact, the completely wa-
ter-soluble monomers HEMA and METACIV gave the lowest graft yields. In an earlier study, 
BA exhibited only low reactivity with macroscopic cellulose (cotton fabric).47 It is possible 
that the low solubility of the monomer promoted its adsorption to the cellulose nanofibrils, 
and this adsorption was further accelerated by the high specific surface of NFC. Macroscopic 
cotton fibers, lacking the highly exposed surface area, did not enable the same magnitude of 
monomer adsorption. 
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The grafted EA, MMA, and BA polymers were successfully isolated by acid hydrolysis and 
analyzed by SEC. The graft copolymer of NFC and GMA (NFC-g-PGMA) was apparently pro-
tected from hydrolysis by its dense PGMA layer as it was virtually unaffected by the acid hy-
drolysis. No soluble polymer could be isolated from the acid treated product. The most nota-
ble observation was the molecular weight of PBA, which was approximately tenfold in com-
parison to PEA and PMMA. This indicates that BA monomers were significantly more reac-
tive with the growing PBA chain radicals than with the radicals on the cellulose backbone. 
Although BA was somewhat attracted to (partially hydrophobic) cellulose surface in order to 
get away from water, this surface was still quite hydrophilic. Therefore it is logical that BA 
monomers in aqueous environment would migrate to the existing polymer chains more likely 
than the more water-soluble EA and MMA monomers.  

The low graft efficiency of HEMA could be explained by the hydroxyl group of HEMA that 
was susceptible to cerium oxidation and also absent in all other monomers. METAC was the 
only charged monomer used and this probably caused electrostatic repulsion between the 
propagating chain and surrounding monomers, severely limiting the rate of polymerization. 
No grafting was observed at the conditions used earlier with the other monomers, until the 
reaction time was increased from 1 h to 5 h. Notable graft yields were only achieved by using 
higher initiator concentration and by adding NaCl to reduce repulsion by screening the 
charges. Even then, the yields (up to 26%) and graft efficiencies (up to 53%) remained rela-
tively low (unpublished data).IV  

When considering the composition of the NFC used, a justified question is whether the 
grafting occurred on cellulose or hemicellulose since the latter comprised a significant frac-
tion of the nanofibrils. The rationale behind the question is that hemicellulose as an amor-
phous polymer is better accessible to chemicals than partially-crystalline cellulose. To clarify 
this matter, a grafting experiment was carried out using cellulose nanocrystals prepared by 
acid hydrolysis that had removed all hemicelluloses and some of the amorphous cellulose 
also. When using GMA and reaction parameters identical to results in Table 2, the nanocrys-
tals exhibited a level of reactivity comparable to NFC, with graft yield and efficiency of 324% 
and 98%, respectively (unpublished result). This result indicated that even highly crystalline 
cellulose (approximately 80-90% 81) reacted with cerium at the used conditions. 

Graft yield and efficiency of different monomers with NFC, and their solubility in water. Conditions: 40 

 

mmol monomer / g NFC, 2 mM CAN, pH 1, 35 °C, 60 min.
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4.1.2 Effect of reaction parameters on grafting result I 

The most important parameter affecting the grafting outcome was the monomer concentra-
tion. A higher monomer amount always increased the graft yield (Figure 6), whether or not 
the excess was soluble in water. The graft yield of BA was proportional to the monomer con-
centration, while GMA and HEMA had stronger, and EA and MMA somewhat weaker re-
sponses. Hence, increasing the monomer concentration also increased the spread of the re-
sulting graft yields, especially with the three most reactive monomers (GMA, BA and EA). 
The effect on graft efficiency was negligible with the same three monomers. Higher mono-
mer concentration resulted in lower graft efficiency with MMA and HEMA, suggesting rela-
tively high homopolymerization tendency of these monomers. 

High graft yields were obtained with both tested CAN concentrations, which were clearly 
lower than the concentrations required for efficient grafting of cotton fibers (optimally 20 
mM).47 The graft yields with GMA, EA, and BA were largely indifferent to increasing of the 
initiator concentration from 2 to 4 mM (less than 10% difference). However, MMA copoly-
merization benefited from higher initiator concentration, resulting in 25% more copolymer, 
while HEMA copolymerization was reduced by 27%. This indicates that the initiator concen-
tration was sufficient for most polymerizations. The fact that adding more initiator improved 
the yield and selectivity of MMA suggested a tendency for spontaneous polymerization. This 
was substantiated by a recent modeling study that estimated the self-initiation rate of MMA 
to be 3-4 orders of magnitude higher, compared to EA and BA.82 The results with HEMA 
further corroborated the conclusion that the monomer competed with cellulose at cerium 
oxidation (increasing initiator concentration and reaction time produced lower graft yields). 
However, the higher inititator concentration also resulted in a significant improvement in 
the graft efficiency of HEMA. It should be noted that this data for HEMA may not be com-
pletely reliable due to difficulties in isolating the homopolymer, which precipitated as hydro-
gel instead of easily separable solid particles. 

In general, the copolymerizations proceeded at a rate that was comparable to earlier re-
ports47 with macroscopic cellulose. Apparently, 60 min reaction time was sufficient to reach 
a plateau in graft yield with most monomers, although the reaction with MMA was some-
what slower. Extending the reaction time by 50% increased the graft yield of MMA by 25% 
but did not give additional benefits with the other monomers. In fact, a 48% lower graft yield 
was obtained when using 90 min reaction time with HEMA. However, the lack of a plausible 
mechanism to explain the decrease of grafted polymer over time suggested this data point to 
be an outlier. 

Total conversion of monomer was between 70-85% with GMA, BA and EA, 35-40% with 
MMA, and 10-30% with HEMA. The higher conversion of acrylates was attributed to their 
less-hindered double bond that results in propagation rates more than an order of magni-
tude higher compared to methacrylates.83 Moreover, slightly higher conversion of BA (81-
86%) compared to EA (70-84%) was consistent with earlier experimental studies which indi-
cated that a longer alkyl ester group in acrylates also promotes propagation.84 The exception 
among the monomers was the high reactivity of GMA, for which there was no apparent ex-
planation. An earlier study about grafting macroscopic cellulose with several different mon-
omers also found GMA most reactive but BA least reactive, without proposing a specific ex-
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planation for the reactivity differences.47 The improved reactivity of BA with NFC may derive 
from its poor solubility in water, causing the monomer to migrate toward partially hydro-
phobic cellulose surface. This phenomenon could be greatly facilitated by the high specific 
surface of NFC30, leading to the high graft yields observed. 

 

 

 

 

Molecular weights (MW) of the grafts and homopolymers were determined when possible 
(Table 3). The hydrolysis of the cellulose backbone in NFC-g-PGMA copolymers was unsuc-
cessful and no polymer was detected in the solution. The MW measurement of PHEMA was 
omitted due to the lack of suitable SEC equipment. The smallest MW, around 20 kDa, was 
measured from PGMA homopolymer, and highest (3480 kDa) from a PBA copolymer. The 
MW values of PEA and PMMA were between the two extremities, approximately 100-400 
kDa. The MW of NFC-g-PEA copolymers varied significantly, with 10-fold differences be-
tween experiments. However, these results were not comparable with the other monomers 
because the polymer was not observed by SEC, and its MW values had to be determined by 
MALLS instead. The magnitude of MW was clearly dependent on the monomer but other 
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reaction parameters did not have consistent effects. The notably high MW of PBA grafts 
could be caused by the relatively high hydrophobicity of the monomer. Although BA mole-
cules could initially be attracted to NFC surface, their preference might eventually change to 
favor growing PBA chains instead, due to their chemical similarity. It is also likely that most 
BA was phase separated from water into droplets or micelles because the concentrations 
used far exceeded its water solubility. These micelles could then encounter radicals when 
adsorbing to NFC surface, leading to rapid polymer propagation due to the high monomer 
concentration inside the micelle. 

 

4.1.3 NFC copolymer properties I,IV 

Visual observation of the grafting reactions revealed the increasing hydrophobicity of NFC as 
the reaction progressed. Either increasing opacity (GMA, MMA) or complete phase separa-
tion (EA, BA) was observed with all monomers with limited water solubility. Being complete-
ly miscible with water, HEMA and METAC apparently did not significantly affect the hydro-
philic nature of NFC. Grafting with GMA and MMA produced an opaque reaction mixture, 
while grafting with EA and BA induced the precipitation of the grafted NFC as large particles. 
Since EA and MMA are isomers and have similar solubility in water, the length of the esteri-
fied alkyl chain must have been the key factor determining the hydrophobicity of the copol-
ymer. 

Compression molding experiments with grafted NFC (unpublished results) revealed ther-
moplastic properties when grafted polymer content exceeded approximately 50 wt% of the 
product. Thermoplastic NFC varieties were successfully compress molded into small pellets 
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and transparent films (Figure 7). Copolymers became moldable at temperatures proportional 
to the Tg of the grafted polymer. Low temperatures (25-50 °C) were sufficient for making 
films from EA and BA copolymers (Tg = -24 and -54 °C, respectively85), but the pellets re-
quired 130 °C for a homogeneous result. GMA copolymers could be molded at 170 °C (Tg = 
63-74 °C 85). Browning of NFC-g-PGMA occurred during the compression molding but the 
EA and BA copolymers avoided discoloration due their lower processing temperature. The 
molded NFC-g-PGMA products were rigid and fragile, resembling pure PGMA. Meanwhile, 
NFC-g-PEA and NFC-g-PBA had a rubbery composition, without the stickiness of PEA and 
PBA that makes them hard to handle at room temperature. 

 

 

-g-

Chemical composition of NFC copolymers was characterized by FTIR and 13C CP/MAS 
NMR (Figure 8). In FTIR spectrum, unmodified NFC had a typical broad absorption band of 
hydrogen bonded hydroxyl groups (3300 cm-1), and weaker absorption at 2900 cm-1 from C-
H stretching vibrations. All grafted NFC products exhibited a new, strong absorption at 1710-
1730 cm-1 characteristic for an ester carbonyl group. Solid-state NMR spectra showed the 
cellulose carbon signals between 55-110 ppm and partially overlapping signals from grafted 
polymers. Although CP/MAS is not necessarily a quantitative technique, the possibility of 
using it in this instance was explored. The carbonyl and methyl group peaks at 170-180 ppm 
and 10-25 ppm were most distinguishable, and the latter were used to calculate the amount 
of the grafted polymer by comparison to the anomeric carbon peak of cellulose at 100-110 
ppm (Figure 8). 
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Compositions of GMA and HEMA copolymers determined by NMR were in good agreement 
with gravimetric data (Table 4), and MMA copolymer fraction was 20% higher. By contrast, 
the compositions of acrylate copolymers were only 38-50% of the gravimetric value. As stat-
ed before, ensuring quantitative measurements with CP/MAS requires careful optimization 
of the measurement parameters86, which was not done for these measurements. Hence, peak 
areas may have been distorted by different relaxation times of carbon nuclei and by variable 
level of carbon signal boosting by cross polarization phenomenon. 

 

The fine structure of unmodified and grafted NFC was studied with atomic force microsco-
py (AFM), providing information on both the topography and the elasticity of different sur-
face regions. The AFM images taken from grafted NFC confirmed the presence of individual 
nanofibrils among some aggregated fibril bundles. The topographic images of NFC-g-PGMA 
and NFC-g-PMMA (Figure 9b-c) showed small granular structures, presumably the copoly-
mer, covering the nanofibrils. However, the topographic image of NFC-g-PBA (Figure 10c) 
only showed a rather smooth and uniform surface. The nanofibrils were partially visible in 
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the phase image due to their higher elasticity compared to the surrounding graft copolymer 
and/or different affinity to the measuring tip. The difference between topographic and phase 
images suggested that the nanofibrils of NFC-g-PBA were completely embedded in the PBA 
matrix, while the grafted PGMA only formed a thin coating on the nanofibrils. The images of 
NFC-g-PEA showed the nanofibrils faintly in topographic and clearly in phase. 
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The surface chemistry was studied by XPS, giving information very selectively about only a 
few topmost nanometers. The surface compositions of NFC and its copolymers were com-
pared to values predicted from their chemical compositions (Table 5). The neat NFC surface 
contained a notable amount of non-polar carbon (C1) that is not a part of cellulose. This kind 
of surface contamination is commonly observed in pure nanocellulose materials due to their 
high surface area 87. The XPS analysis of the copolymer samples (Figure 11) revealed that 
NFC-g-PGMA carbon spectrum did not follow the prediction and was in fact showing the 
3:3:1 distribution of pure PGMA, completely lacking the characteristic O-C-O (C3) signal of 
cellulose and hence indicating very dense surface coverage by the grafted polymer. On the 
other hand, the spectrum of the NFC-g-PBA, with very similar polymer content, matched the 
predicted distribution without covering the cellulose signal. The NFC-g-PMMA sample was 
also reasonably close to the prediction. 

 

Considering the AFM and XPS results, and the high amount of PGMA copolymer in the 
samples, it was very likely that PGMA grafts were much shorter than those formed by the 
other monomers. The thin but dense polymer layer both blocked the cellulose signals in XPS, 
and prevented the hydrolysis of the cellulose backbone by concentrated sulfuric acid. The 
very high molecular weight of grafted PBA suggested a different grafting pattern, with more 
scattered but long grafts (Figure 12). 
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Xylans from birchwood, beechwood, corn cob, oat spelt, and wheat flour were grafted with 
GMA using identical conditions, in order to study the reactivity of different compositions, 
and to establish correlations between reactivity and different structural properties of the 
xylans. These properties included molecular weight, sugar composition, and amounts of im-
purities, including cellulose, lignin, protein, and inorganics. 

Since one of the potential applications for grafted xylan was functional coating of cellulose 
fibers by adsorption, the effect of grafting on the adsorption properties was studied by QCM-
D. The absolute adsorbed masses before and after rinsing (i.e. maximum and irreversible 
adsorption) were recorded. The viscoelastic properties of the adsorbed layer and the adsorp-
tion mechanisms were studied by plotting the mass of the adsorbed layer against its dissipa-
tion factor. 

4.2.1 Effect of reaction medium pH on grafting result 

Contrary to existing literature23,47,49, it was observed that lowering the pH of reaction medi-
um with acids was not necessary for obtaining high graft yields with the cerium initiator. 
Although no grafting took place under alkaline pH due to insolubility of CAN, the lack of 
added acid had no adverse effect on reactivity. The CAN solution in distilled water itself had 
a pH of approximately 3 without any added acid, which was sufficiently low for the reaction 
to be efficient. It is also possible that the protons produced by the oxidation reaction (Figure 
4) were gradually accelerating the reaction, making it autocatalytic. 

4.2.2 Effect of xylan composition on grafting result 

When comparing the chemical composition of the xylans (Table 6, Table 7), the most 
branched types were found to be more reactive. The trend was especially clear when observ-
ing the number of 4-O-methylglucuronic acid (MeGlcA) side groups. Strong correlation was 
observed with only a few mol% of MeGlcA present (Figure 13a). High arabinose substitution 
was also associated with high graft yield but it did not exhibit similar effect at low DS (Figure 
13b). The positive effect of branching contributed to the reactivity most likely by increasing 
the solubility. All types of branching do this by sterically hindering the stacking of the xylan 
chains. The negative charge of the MeGlcA moieties may further hinder the stacking by elec-
trostatic repulsion. It may also promote the redox reaction by attracting the cationic initia-
tor. The effect of acetylation could not be studied with the selected xylans, because only corn 
xylan was found to contain acetyl groups (DS 0.03, 1H NMR), and all other xylans were com-
pletely deacetylated. 
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Comparison of molar masses revealed large differences in the DP of included xylans (Table 
8). Low (oligomeric) molar mass led to low graft yields but this effect disappeared at higher 
molar masses, and above 200 kDa Mw stopped affecting the graft yield. However, graft effi-
ciency continued to increase in a steady, trend-like manner throughout the Mw scale (Figure 
13c and d). Although the molar mass of the substrate is not known to affect cerium oxidation, 
it may affect the efficiency to separate copolymer from homopolymer. Long polymer grafts 
on very short oligosaccharides may cause the product to behave more like the corresponding 
polymethacrylate rather than the carbohydrate. As a result, because the product separation 
was based on solubility differences, most of the corn xylan copolymer may have ended up in 
the homopolymer fraction, making the graft yield appear to be artificially low. 
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High lignin content was established as a highly limiting factor in radical copolymerization. 
Lignin comprises a network of aromatic monomers that have numerous hydroxyl groups and 
can therefore compete with the hydroxyl groups of xylan for cerium oxidation. However, the 
phenolic hydroxyl radicals are unlikely to initiate polymerization since they are stabilized by 
delocalization. The effect was clear at approximately 4 wt% lignin content. After delignifica-
tion, the graft yield more than doubled, strongly indicating that lignin content was one of the 
main reasons for the low reactivity, despite being significantly lower than the value of 11% 
reported earlier 24. The delignified xylan also contained more MeGlcA (accessible to meth-
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anolysis) and had a higher molar mass due to the presence of large aggregates that were ap-
parently solubilized by the bleaching treatment, although the molar mass of the main (unag-
gregated) fraction remained nearly unchanged. It is therefore likely that the improved graft 
yield after bleaching was due to the influence of several changes, including the removal of a 
radical scavenger, increased MeGlcA content that promoted swelling, and the aggregated 
nature of the bleached xylan that facilitated the product separation. 

4.2.3 Xylan copolymer properties 

The separation and purification of xylan copolymers was more complicated than that of NFC 
copolymers because of the solubility of xylan. All xylans included in this study produced both 
insoluble and water-soluble copolymers which were separately washed and quantified 
(Figure 14). With most xylans, either soluble or non-soluble fraction was clearly favored. The 
major fraction of birch, beech, and oat xylan copolymers was insoluble in water. Wheat xylan 
copolymer was mostly water-soluble, and the corn xylan product was divided roughly equal-
ly, although the experimental error was significant in this case due to the very small yield. 
The prevalence of insoluble copolymers, even when the starting material was largely soluble 
or dispersible in water (birch, beech, bleached oat), indicated that the grafting with GMA had 
altered the solubility of the xylan substrate sufficiently to make it insoluble in water and pos-
sibly even solubilized it in THF, which could account for the relatively large homopolymer 
fraction of birch and beech xylans, as discussed in the previous section. The unchanged solu-
bility of wheat xylan after grafting ensued most likely from it having the highest MW of all 
included xylans. Therefore, the solubility was determined by the polysaccharide component, 
although PGMA was the major component. 

 

 

The FTIR analysis of the product fractions (Figure 15) revealed the chemical similarity of the 
non-soluble and water-soluble fractions, showing characteristic absorptions of both xylan 
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and PGMA. The carbonyl signal of PGMA (1725 cm-1) was present in all product fractions. 
The strong hydroxyl group peak at 1025 cm-1 and the broad absorption at 3400 cm-1, charac-
teristic for carbohydrates88, were present in xylan and both copolymer fractions but absent in 
homopolymer fraction. 

 

4.2.4 Effect of grafting on affinity to cellulose 

The adsorption of xylans to cellulose was studied before and after grafting by QCM-D. The 
purpose of this was to evaluate the usability of the grafted xylans for cellulose surface func-
tionalization, for which the affinity to cellulose is a key property. From untreated commercial 
xylan preparations, wheat and birchwood xylans were selected to represent arabinoxylans 
and glucuronoxylans, respectively. Grafted xylans were represented by the water-soluble 
copolymer fractions. 

Unmodified arabinoxylan adsorbed more readily than glucuronoxylan (Table 9), and the 
difference was attributed to its lack of charge and comparatibely high molecular weight. 
Grafting with PGMA decreased the affinity of arabinoxylan but hardly affected glucuronoxy-
lan. The decreasing affinity was attributed to the altered surface chemistry. However, the 
slight increase in the adsorbed mass of glucuronoxylan suggested that the grafted polymer 
also reduced the repulsion between xylan chains by screening their negative charge. The 
fraction of irreversibly adsorbed xylan was not substantially affected, being approximately 
70% and 60% before and after grafting, respectively. 
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The properties of the adsorbed layer were studied by D/f plots (Figure 16) that visualize the 
change in dissipation (i.e. viscoelasticity) of the layer as the adsorbed mass changes, ignoring 
the time dimension. All curves were clearly in the viscoelastic regime and had a downward 
inflection in the adsorption stage, as was also reported in an earlier arabinoxylan adsorption 
study89. The inflection probably marked a surface saturation point, after which the adsorp-
tion slowed down (shown as denser data points), and the adsorbed layer assumed a different 
conformation, becoming slightly denser and more elastic (indicated by milder slope). 

The analysis revealed that the viscoelastic properties of WX (arabinoxylan) layer were un-
affected by grafting, although the adsorbed amount was slightly lower. However, the desorp-
tion slope of grafted BIX (glucuronoxylan) differed from ungrafted BIX, showing that some 
rearrangement of the layer occurred with ungrafted but not with grafted BIX. This could in-
dicate the shedding of a loosely adsorbed outer layer, formed due to electrostatic repulsion 
between xylan molecules. This kind of layer would not form with uncharged WX or grafted 
BIX, where the charge was screened by the PGMA layer. 

 

 

Composites were prepared from NFC and PMMA by solution blending. Since NFC was 
known to have limited compatibility with most synthetic polymers, the possibility to compat-
ibilize NFC by grafting it with the matrix polymer was studied. Grafted NFC contained 49 
wt% PMMA with Mw of 454 kDa. Both native NFC and NFC grafted with PMMA were used, 
and the blends contained 0.5, 1, 5, and 15 wt% of pure NFC (double amount of grafted NFC). 
The composites were processed into injection molded specimens that were tested for their 
tensile properties. The blend with 15% NFC was not processable. 
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4.3.1 Nanofibril network formation 

Sufficient interfacial adhesion allows the filler to disperse homogeneously within the matrix 
and to stop crack propagation. However, it is vital for the reinforcing effect that the filler also 
forms a continuous, percolating network throughout the matrix volume to avoid the for-
mation of weak spots. The presence of the nanofibril network can be observed directly by 
microscopy and also indirectly because it restricts the segmental motions of the matrix pol-
ymer, which can affect melt flow properties or glass transition temperature (Tg), for instance. 
Looking for these effects, the PMMA/NFC composites were studied using SEM, DSC, and 
melt rheology. 

The SEM image of the composite with 1% NFC load (Figure 17) showed areas with a rough 
texture, apparently covered with a nanofibril mesh. Between these patches there were rela-
tively smooth areas of presumably pure PMMA. There was a visible difference to the images 
of the composite with 5% NFC load, which showed a continuous nanofibril mesh, without the 
smooth patches. Therefore, the SEM imaging suggested that percolation of NFC in PMMA 
occurred somewhere between 1 and 5 wt% content. 

 

 

Rheological measurements were used to determine the dissipation factor (tan ), a value that 
describes whether the elastic or viscous character of the material dominates, i.e. the ratio of 
loss modulus to storage modulus. The materials could be divided into three groups by their 
tan  (Figure 18). Neat PMMA had the highest value at low angular frequencies, being clearly 
viscous material. At approximately 1 rad/s, the curve merged with the NFC composites with 
0.5 and 1.0 wt% NFC. These two composites were still clearly in the viscous regime, although 
less than PMMA at low angular frequencies. However, the NFC composites with 5 and 15 
wt% had tan  below 1 throughout the frequency scale, indicating that the elastic character 
dominated in these materials. 
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The curves in Figure 18 show that increasing the NFC content decreased the viscous energy 
loss at low angular frequencies. This indicated the formation of a network of entangled nano-
fibrils, capable of transmitting elastic stress when deformed. Some mobility remained in the 
composites containing 0.5 and 1 wt% of NFC, the most significant decrease occurring at 5 
wt% NFC loading. At this composition, the sample was clearly gel-like over the entire angular 
frequency range. Difference between 5 and 15% was smaller than expected, likely due to ag-
gregation. Above certain threshold, added NFC formed aggregates instead of contributing to 
the network density. Moreover, large aggregates might span the entire gap between the 
plates of the measuring geometry. The observed viscosity suggested that 15% fiber content 
was too high to be uniformly distributed within the matrix, leading to arbitrary results. 

 

 

The addition of NFC lowered the glass transition temperature of PMMA at all loadings 
(Figure 19). The Tg of both composite types (with ungrafted and grafted NFC) reached their 
minima at low NFC loading (0.5 and 1 wt%). At higher loadings, the Tg values first recovered 
and then decreased gradually. The decrease of Tg suggested that NFC acted as a plasticizer at 
low concentrations by weakening the interactions between the PMMA molecules and hence 
increasing their mobility. Apparently this effect was weakened by grafted PMMA since the 
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decrease of Tg was more pronounced with ungrafted NFC. The recovery of Tg indicated de-
creased molecular mobility which could be caused by the formation of a continuous NFC 
network. The observation of lower Tg with the grafted NFC at higher loadings suggested 
weaker links between grafted than ungrafted nanofibrils, which is also a plausible conse-
quence of the grafting. 

4.3.2 Effect of NFC on mechanical properties 

Adding NFC to PMMA caused some decrease in tensile strength and a marked decrease in 
elongation at break (Figure 20). At 1% NFC content both reached their minimum, after 
which the elongation at break leveled off, and tensile strength recovered. Young’s modulus 
decreased at 0.5% NFC content but increased at higher contents. These changes are usually 
observed with NFC composites, and indicated that no reinforcing effect took place due to 
poor interfacial adhesion. Grafted NFC had nearly identical mechanical properties, implying 
lack of chain entanglements, despite the fact that the grafted PMMA chains well exceeded 
the minimum entanglement length of 14 kDa reported in the literature 44. Moreover, using 
THF as solvent should have enabled the grafted PMMA chains to be in a loose coil confor-
mation and thus readily entangle with free PMMA chains. This may have been due to insuffi-
cient mixing, as the polymer-NFC suspension was agitated with a magnetic stirrer, instead of 
more powerful mechanical stirrers. The aggregation of NFC caused by the solvent exchange 
to THF could also have decreased the accessibility of the PMMA grafts. 

 

 

Earlier study of reinforcing poly(lactic acid) with NFC found that reinforcing effect could 
be observed at 5-10% NFC content, reaching 40% increase in elastic modulus and 25% in-
crease in tensile strength. Higher NFC content was found to make the composites brittle.90 A 
recent review of a large number of cellulose nanocomposite studies also revealed that signifi-
cant improvement of mechanical properties often requires relatively high NFC loadings (10-
30%).91 The existing literature hence illustrates that tensile strength can be improved by add-
ing amounts of NFC similar to this study. However, considerably higher degrees of rein-
forcement have been achieved by conventional glass fiber composites, for instance.92 The 
existing evidence suggests that NFC lacks the ability to significantly reinforce composites at 
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low loadings, which is often associated with other nanofillers, such as nanoclay and carbon 
nanotubes.4,93 

 

 

Cationic NFC copolymer (NFC-g-PMETAC) was synthesized by redox initiated free radical 
copolymerization, and tested for its antimicrobial properties and human cytotoxicity. The 
performance of the copolymer was compared to a chemically similar derivative (NFC-
EPTMAC) that was prepared by etherification of pulp with small QAC prior to the separation 
of the nanofibrils 11. Chemical composition, charge density, and overall feasibility of both 
NFC types were also compared. 

4.4.1 Feasibility of graft copolymerization for cationizing NFC 

Graft copolymerization was successfully used to introduce cationic grafts to NFC. The graft-
ing was verified by elemental analysis and charge density measurement. The content of cati-
onic polymer in the grafted NFC was 20 wt% by gravimetrics and 16 wt% by elemental analy-
sis, and the copolymer exhibited a strongly positive zeta-potential independent of pH. 
Charge density measurement (Table 10) revealed that both methods had added comparable 
amount of cationic charge. The grafting reaction was carried out in similar mild conditions as 
the previous copolymerizations but it required considerably higher initiator concentration 
and reaction time (10 mM, 3 h), due to the repulsion between charged monomers. However, 
compared to the process to prepare NFC-EPTMAC, the reaction time was of similar magni-
tude (3 h vs. 2 h), while the conditions were milder (0.2 M NaCl vs. 0.13 M NaOH, 35 °C vs. 
50 °C).11 Both methods yielded nano-sized cellulose fibrils (Figure 21). Fibril diameters of 
NFC-g-PMETAC and NFC-EPTMAC were 4-16 nm and 1-4 nm, respectively. Therefore, the 
two methods were comparable and suitable for producing cationic NFC. 
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4.4.2 Antimicrobial properties 

Unmodified NFC had virtually no antimicrobial activity, killing only approximately 1% of C. 
oleophila and showing zero activity against either bacteria. The cationic NFC copolymer ex-
hibited moderate broad-spectrum antimicrobial activity, logarithmic reduction remaining 
below 1 with all tested microbes. It was most effective against the tested yeast species, killing 
close to 80% of cells at the highest concentration. It also killed up to 40% of both Gram posi-
tive and negative bacteria. The performance of NFC-EPTMAC was better in most cases, 
reaching 79% and 93% reduction with Gram positive and negative bacteria, respectively. It 
was remarkably effective against C. oleophila, causing 98% reduction (log 1.7) already at 500 
μg/mL, and complete inhibition (log 6) at 1,000 and 2,000 μg/mL. The efficiency of NFC-
EPTMAC was only weaker at the lower concentrations against Gram positive M. luteus. Alt-
hough substantial (> 90%) microbe killing efficiency was not observed in most cases, all 
three types of microbes showed a clear dose response at the tested concentrations, indicating 
that higher antimicrobial activity could still be attained by increasing the NFC concentration 
(Figure 22). 
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Both NFC types were functionalized with similar trimethylammonium groups, and the 
main difference of the two materials was the length of the cationic grafts (monomeric vs. 
polymeric). The most apparent reason for the better antimicrobial properties of etherified 
NFC was its charge density which was nearly 70% higher compared to NFC-g-PMETAC. In 
literature, charge density has been established as one of the key factors affecting antibacteri-
al properties of cationic polymers.94 

NFC-g-PMETAC showed similar activity against Gram positive and negative bacteria. The 
strong antifungal activity showed that the membrane disrupting ability of cationized NFC 
also applied to some eukaryotic cells. Fungal cells, despite being considerably different from 
bacterial cells, have structural features in their outer lining similar to Gram positive bacteria. 
Both have a thick cell wall around a single negatively charged phospholipid membrane, alt-
hough their compositions are different 95. This negative charge most likely also made the 
yeast susceptible to the cationized NFC. 

The antimicrobial activity of cationized NFC was comparable to phosphonium-containing 
polycationic biocides, which have been reported to kill approximately 50-100% of the mi-
crobes at 2500 μg/mL concentration, depending on the species 96. The activity of the NFC 
derivatives were thus on a similar level, although they contained only 16-18% of QAC. The 
results suggest that having the active compound anchored on a high surface area carrier such 
as NFC can compensate for the loss of solubility and enable similar or better performance 
than soluble polycations. 

4.4.3 Human cytotoxicity 

The preliminary screening for human cytotoxicity was conducted by separating NFC from 
cell culture by a porous membrane. This was necessary because NFC suspension was found 
to prevent oxygen and nutrient diffusion into the cells, effectively killing them regardless of 
the modification of NFC. The method gave information about potential release of harmful 
chemicals from the cationic NFC, allowing the evaluation of its safety. 

The test results showed a slight increase in cell death with both unmodified and cationized 
NFC (Figure 23). However, the extent of cell death was very low (1.0-2.5%) in all cases. Due 
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to the low level of cell death, the measurements also produced relatively large and partially 
overlapping margins of error. Hence, significant release of soluble cytotoxic agents could be 
ruled out, and even the minor increase in cell death was statistically ambiguous. 
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The aim of this research was to study aqueous modification of NFC and xylan by graft copol-
ymerization, using redox initiated free radical method. The first objective was to study the 
feasibility of the method with the selected polysaccharide substrates, using different mono-
mers and polysaccharide compositions. The second objective was to prepare NFC copoly-
mers targeted for specific applications and to test their performance. 

Nanofibrillated and nanocrystalline cellulose, and xylans from different plant sources were 
grafted with a variety of acrylic monomers using cerium initiated free radical polymerization 
in mild aqueous conditions. Grafting reactivity was highly dependent on the monomer and 
xylan composition. Best reactivity was attained with GMA and BA. Lowest graft yield was 
experienced with cationic METAC, which required considerably longer reaction times to ac-
complish significant graft yields due to the electrostatic repulsion between monomer mole-
cules. 

Glucuronoxylans were generally more reactive than arabinoxylans, although high arabi-
nose substitution also enabled high reactivity. The reason was presumably the increased 
swelling and solubility of highly substituted or charged xylan chains, and also the higher lo-
cal initiator concentration near the negatively charged glucuronoxylans. Lignin content of 
4% was found highly detrimental for grafting reactivity. This was attributed to the hydro-
phobicity and radical scavenging ability of lignin that both decreased the solubility of the 
xylan and led to creation of inactive lignin radicals. 

Grafting with GMA increased the adsorption of glucuronoxylan to cellulose but decreased 
the adsorption of arabinoxylan. The likely reason was the screening of the charge of glucu-
ronoxylan, decreasing the repulsion between previously adsorbed and dissolved xylan. Ap-
proximately 60-70% of initial xylan adsorption was irreversible, and this fraction was not 
significantly affected by grafting. 

Composites were prepared using NFC grafted with PMMA, which was mixed with PMMA. 
The formation of a percolating NFC network was observed between 1 and 5 wt% of NFC both 
directly by SEM imaging and indirectly by rheological and thermal analysis. Adding NFC 
increased the elastic moduli of the PMMA composites, while also decreasing the elongation 
at break. Tensile strength was not improved. Grafting the NFC with PMMA had no effect on 
network formation or mechanical properties, indicating that entanglements between grafts 
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and matrix polymer either did not form effectively or did not have the expected effect on in-
terfacial adhesion. 

Another application study was conducted with NFC that was grafted with a monomer con-
taining quaternary ammonium groups. Charge density and antimicrobial properties of the 
resulting copolymer were determined and compared to NFC that was grafted with a small 
quaternary ammonium compound. Moderate antimicrobial effect was attained against se-
lected Gram positive and negative bacteria, and yeast. Grafting with a small QAC produced 
both higher charge density and antimicrobial activity than grafting with a cationic polymer. 

The research showed that the tested grafting method was efficient with different nanocellu-
loses and xylans, allowing their modification with polyacrylate grafts in mild aqueous condi-
tions. Variety of possible modifications is extensive due to the versatility of acrylate mono-
mers. The results obtained from the NFC composite study showed that the compatibilizing 
effect of polymer grafts is limited when the interfacial adhesion between matrix and reinforc-
ing phase is poor. Antimicrobial NFC with QAC was found somewhat feasible, provided that 
high charge density is achieved. This attribute was more efficiently introduced by using small 
QAC grafts instead of polymers, possibly due to the slow copolymerization observed with 
charged monomers. The studies included in this thesis mostly resulted in relatively high 
amount of synthetic polymer compared to polysaccharide. Relevant future studies could in-
clude grafting polysaccharides with low polymer content to see if native properties are better 
preserved. Another plausible topic for future research would be polymer grafting as means to 
prepare functional NFC aerogels for adsorbing pollutants from air or water. 
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